
Movie MondayATTHEERICMARTINPAVILIONTHEATRE,
SOUTHENTRANCEEMPBUILDINGDIRECTLY

INFROMTHEBIGERICMARTINSIGNONFORTST.

Info?
595-
FLIC

A thoughtful, rich adaptation of John Irving's best
selling novel about a young man, an orphan, who
finds a mentor in a hospital for pregnant women.

Not a laugh riot as the promo picture suggests, but
a study of character and morals and hard decisions.
Tobey Maguire and Michael Caine are perfect. Pg13

6:30 Monday Oct. 16

"John Cusack stars as the owner of a used record
store who reviews his failed past relationships

when his long-time girlfriend leaves him.
Cusack's blend of self-depreciating charm and

narcissistic immaturity is perfect." Now Magazine
You may recognize a friend, yourself, a son. . .

good fun, excellent music. Pg

6:30 Monday Oct. 23

A new and very important documentary
made by a special group of policemen,
"The Odd Squad", about the people on

their beat, the victims of the street life of
the downtown eastside Vancouver.

Difficult to watch but eye-opening and
powerful as a teaching tool for those who
may be drawn into the life and those who
usually look away. Through A Blue Lens
will be presented with a panel of special
guests and an opportunity for audience

discussion - the last in a trilogy of films at
MM about drug use, the dangers of the
life, with perspectives of those involved

on both sides of the lens. Pg13

6:30 Monday Oct. 30

Through A Blue Lens

MOVIE MONDAY

6:30 Saturday Oct. 7 2000

Scott Hicks' breakthrough 1995 film based on the
amazing story of pianist David Helfgott who was lost

for years in psychiatric institutions and is now
playing for packed concert halls the world over Pg
plus DAVID HELFGOTT ON TOUR - an hour long
documentary expands on the real story behind this

fascinating movie of recovery from mental illness. It
covers the controversy about his talent, his illness,
and the film's portrayal of his life. Brilliantisimo!

6:30 Monday Oct. 2

Movie Monday
MOVIESPROJECTEDONTHEBIGSCREEN
-FREE!! “Donations much appreciated”

ATTHEERICMARTINPAVILIONTHEATRE,
SOUTHENTRANCEEMPBUILDINGDIRECTLY

INFROMTHEBIGERICMARTINSIGNONFORTST.

Videos supplied by Yo Video
- our supporter and

corporate sponsor and our cool
neighborhood video store

Info?
595-FLIC

Duvall and Harris are wonderful as 75 year
old new friends in a Miami retirement mecca.

They struggle with loneliness and age and
share their love for the things they hold dear.
A septuagenarian Odd Couple. A sweet film

with a lot of heart from 1993. Pg13.
We'll begin the evening with a Tai Chi

primer

6:30 Monday Oct. 9Two Special MM Events for
Mental Illness Awareness Week

Oct I - Silent Vigil
at Legislature
Fountain
Oct 5 - National
Depression
Screening Day
-------------
Details: CMHA
389-1211

Shine Paint The Stars

Kay Redfield Jamison looks at
manic depression (bipolar illness)

and particularly Vincent van
Gogh's life story. With special

guest - Riding The Roller Coaster
author Marja Bergen


